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Abstract
The visual system filters spatial pattern through a range of narrowly tuned spatial mechanisms, but the rules by which the
outputs of these mechanisms are combined across time to extract precise geometrical information are not yet clear. One hypothesis
is that spatial analysis shifts over time from coarse to finer spatial scales, in order to extract fine spatial information. An
alternative hypothesis is that thresholds are determined by the signal-to-noise ratio within an optimal spatial scale. In this study,
we measured vernier acuity across exposure duration for equally visible long lines and short lines and found no improvement in
spatial precision with time. Using a simultaneous spatial-masking paradigm, we determined the active spatial scales at 100 and
1000 ms. The results show no significant changes in spatial scale, or in the size-range of active scales, for the two exposure
durations. Furthermore, whereas vernier thresholds vary markedly with line contrast, we find only modest shifts in spatial scale.
Taken together, our results suggest that for vernier acuity, spatial scale is selected very early, and that vernier thresholds are
predominantly limited by signal strength within that spatial scale. © 2000 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
How does the visual system deal with local process-
ing of spatial detail that might only be perceived for
short durations? Although the visual system is believed
to filter spatial pattern through a range of quite nar-
rowly tuned spatial mechanisms (Campbell & Robson,
1968; DeValois, Albrecht & Thorell, 1982a; DeValois,
Yund & Hepler, 1982b), most visual images contain
energy across a broad range of spatial frequencies and
orientations. One strategy for reconstructing images
accurately is to activate filters across a broad range of
scales, and extract image features such as zero-crossings
from the multiscale representation (e.g. Marr &
Hildreth, 1980; Klein & Levi, 1985; Yuille & Poggio,
1985; Morrone & Burr, 1988). For time-varying tasks, a
computationally efficient way for the visual system to
process precise geometrical or orientational information
would be to activate all of its spatial filters initially, and
then scan through them, from coarse to fine over time,
progressively turning the lowest-frequency filters off
(Watt, 1987). A notable feature of such a model, which
we will refer to as the zooming model, is that the
coarsest filter active at any particular time limits the
finest geometrical information available. This zooming
process has been suggested to occur over a period of at
least 1 s for the visual analysis of a number of geomet-
rical tasks including orientation discrimination, line-
width discrimination, curvature discrimination and
stereo-acuity (Watt, 1987). However, an alternative
strategy would be for the visual system to immediately
select the geometrically most efficient spatial scale from
the range of available spatial filters, when the stimulus
is presented. The accuracy of such a filter would im-
prove with an increased signal-to-noise ratio, which in
turn would be dependent on stimulus energy. We will
refer to this model as the signal-to-noise model.
An ideal spatial task to test these alternative models
is vernier acuity, where the detection of misalignment of
two abutting lines can reveal some of the finest spatial
difference thresholds that the visual system is capable
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of (Westheimer, 1975). There is some evidence to support
the signal to noise hypothesis in our previous work on
vernier acuity using long abutting lines (Waugh & Levi,
1993c). Misalignment could be as precisely discriminated
when exposed for 27 ms or for 2000 ms even when the
stimuli were followed immediately by a high energy,
spatial noise mask, providing the lines themselves were
equally visible to the visual system. A limitation of this
previous study is that orientation information for long
lines is available at all spatial scales (and therefore all
exposure durations). If orientation information were
critical for geometrical tasks such as judging misalign-
ment, then these findings would not necessarily argue
against the zooming hypothesis. Indeed, thresholds for
a local curvature discrimination improved monotonically
for exposure durations up to 1000 ms (Watt, 1987). This
was taken as evidence to support the zooming hypothesis.
As noted in our previous work however (Fig. 13 of
Waugh & Levi, 1993c), no account was made for changes
in target visibility (or signal to noise ratio) for durations
above 100 ms, or for the effect of the immediate spatial
noise mask on target visibility.
The present study seeks to clarify the roles of zoom-
ing across spatial scale and increasing signal to noise
strength within a spatial scale band, over a period of
1 s, in making local spatial judgements of vernier
acuity. Since the most efficient cues to vernier misalign-
ment for short (i.e. less than about 10 arcmin in com-
bined length) and long lines appear to be different
(Andrews, Butcher & Buckley, 1973), we made mea-
surements for both short and long, abutting vernier
lines. Short lines were used to optimise the chances of
revealing a zooming process over time, because analysis
of short lines by coarse spatial scales would not reveal
accurate estimates of length, orientation or curvature
(Watt, 1991) and presumably would lead to poorer
Vernier discriminability at short durations. To directly
estimate the active spatial scale mediating spatial
thresholds, a simultaneous spatial masking paradigm
was used in conjunction with the vernier task. This
paradigm has been used previously to characterise ori-
entation and spatial frequency tuning functions for line
detection and Vernier acuity for relatively long dura-
tions (Waugh, Levi & Carney, 1993).
Since target detectability is proportionally dependent
on target energy up to about 100 ms (Barlow, 1958), we
concentrate on comparing results for exposure dura-
tions of 100 and 1000 ms, where improvement in geo-
metrical processing per se, is presumed most likely to
occur. For short lines, orientation information is only
available at fine spatial scales. Therefore, according to
the zooming hypothesis, vernier thresholds would be
expected to improve over time as finer spatial scales
become limiting, even for constant visibility targets. In
contrast, the signal-to-noise hypothesis predicts that
constant visibility targets would result in the measure-
ment of constant vernier thresholds (Waugh & Levi,
1993b,c). The results clearly have important conse-
quences for our understanding of how fine spatial
judgements are processed by the visual system, and how
they might be computationally modelled in an efficient
and physiologically plausible way.
2. Methods
The stimuli were generated using a computer via a
Neuroscientific VENUS stimulus generator with 12-bit
contrast control, which drove a Tektronix-608 oscillo-
scope screen with P31 phosphor at 270 Hz. The stimuli
on the oscilloscope screen were viewed through a circular
aperture, which subtended 1.15° in diameter at a viewing
distance of 4 m, in a diffusing screen, which subtended
about 2.4° square. For all experiments, the stimuli were
thin (0.93 arcmin), dark, lines on a mean luminance (132
cd m2) background. Long vernier targets consisted of
two abutting horizontal lines each 35 arcmin in length,
and short vernier targets consisted of two abutting
horizontal lines each 4 arcmin in length. Our pilot
experiments showed that for briefly presented lines,
contrast detection thresholds improve systematically
with increasing line length up to about 20 arcmin. Thus
to scale appropriately for target visibility differences
when measuring vernier thresholds, contrast detection
thresholds for short (8 arcmin) and long (35 arcmin) line
targets were measured.
In Experiment 1, vernier thresholds were measured for
durations from 23 to 2000 ms, where the stimulus lines
were maintained at two to five times the contrast
thresholds for detecting the lines, at each duration. In
Experiment 2, we measured the spatial frequency tuning
of vernier acuity using a simultaneous masking paradigm
(Waugh et al., 1993). In this experiment, one-dimensional
spatial noise masks were interleaved on a frame by frame
basis (i.e. every 3.7 ms) with the vernier stimuli, so that
they appeared superimposed, for total exposure dura-
tions of 100 and 1000 ms. The masks were constructed
by mathematical addition of random phase, integral
sinusoidal components, specified within the desired
bandwidth. The combined luminance profile was pre-
sented on the oscilloscope screen such that a new mask,
containing the same spatial-frequency components, but
combined in new randomised phase, was presented on
each trial. The orientation content of the spatial noise
masks was placed to produce optimal interference with
the vernier judgement task as determined prior to, and
in preparation for, these experiments, i.e. 20° (see Waugh
et al., 1993 for results published for long lines). In this
experiment each mask contained an octave-wide band of
spatial frequencies that was shifted systematically along
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the spatial frequency axis, and an interleaved contrast
(peak to peak luminance divided by twice the mean
luminance) of 30%. Further details on mask construc-
tion and illustrations of sample masks are provided in
Waugh et al. (1993).
A self-paced rating scale method of constant stimuli
with feedback was used to obtain threshold data. For
the line detection task, an experimental run consisted of
100 test trials, where on each trial one of four near
threshold contrasts including a blank, was presented
randomly. Observers were required to rate the contrast
of the near-threshold line, i.e. from 0 for no line, to 3.
For the vernier task, an experimental run consisted of
120 test trials where on each trial, the right line was
presented randomly in one of three, near-threshold
positions relative to the left line, i.e. level with, or in
either of two positions above the left line. Observers
were required to rate the magnitude of a unidirectional
vernier offset, i.e. from 0 for no offset, to 2. A unidirec-
tional offset was used to confirm the presence of a
bi-directional orientation tuning profile for vernier acu-
ity for both short and long lines, i.e. to confirm that a
similar method of processing occurred for both types of
stimuli (see Waugh & Levi, 1993a,b,c for explanation).
Vernier thresholds as determined using a uni-directional
or bi-directional offset are not significantly different
under foveal conditions (Levi, Waugh & Beard, 1994).
Thresholds were interpolated to a d % of 1 (corre-
sponding to 84% correct) using the ROCFLEX signal
detection analysis program (Klein & Levi, 1985), which
uses a maximum likelihood estimate of d % values for
each stimulus level and constructs a psychometric func-
tion relating d % to stimulus contrast or offset. Curve
fitting was accomplished using Igor™ which uses a
Levenberg–Marquardt iterative algorithm to minimize
the error between experimental data and the model fit
(Press, Flannery, Teukolsky & Vetterling, 1988). In the
Figures, each datum represents the mean9one stan-
dard error (the larger of the within, and between run
variance) of four experimental runs. Three observers
with normal vision participated in these experiments: an
author and two who were naı¨ve to the aims of this
study. All observers were highly practiced and viewed
the stimuli monocularly, with best refractive correction
in place.
3. Results
In Experiment 1, vernier thresholds were measured
across exposure duration using lines whose contrasts
were kept at a constant multiple above their detection
thresholds. The zooming hypothesis predicts that, at
least for short lines, vernier thresholds should improve
with exposure duration. In contrast, the signal-to-noise
hypothesis predicts that vernier thresholds should be
independent of exposure duration. Our results, shown
in Fig. 1, clearly favour the signal-to-noise hypothesis.
Unlike vernier thresholds for constant contrast lines,
which improve substantially with increasing exposure
duration (see Fig. 2 of Waugh & Levi, 1993a), vernier
thresholds for constant visibility lines do not. The
results obtained for long and short lines are similar and
show that in general, providing the vernier target lines
are kept equally visible across time, Vernier thresholds
are approximately constant. Power functions of the
form
thk*tn,
where th is the threshold value, k is a constant which
identifies the position of the function on the threshold
ordinate, and n is the exponent or slope of the best
fitting function, were fit to these data. This function
produces a straight line on log–log axes, where the
exponent represents the slope of this line. Overall, the
slopes produced from this analysis are not significantly
different from zero, i.e. the exponents fall less than two
standard errors from zero, although for short lines they
are positive for two of the three observers. The implica-
tions of a positive slope are addressed in Section 4. The
results of Experiment 1 argue against the notion that
time is required to extract relative position information
from the vernier task, for long or for short line targets.
Experiment 2 aims to directly characterise the spatial
scale properties of those visual mechanisms that medi-
ate information about optimal Vernier thresholds for
short and long line stimuli, for short and long exposure
durations.
In Experiment 2, vernier thresholds for stimuli at a
constant multiple above the detection threshold at 100
and 1000 ms were measured in the presence of band-
limited spatial noise, to generate spatial frequency tun-
ing functions for vernier acuity. The zooming
hypothesis predicts that at longer durations, the peak of
the spatial frequency tuning function will shift towards
higher spatial frequencies and the bandwidth of the
function will be narrower, since the range of active
filters will shrink. The results displayed in Fig. 2 are at
odds with both predictions. For both exposure dura-
tions, spatial noise masks interfere with vernier
thresholds when the masks contain spatial frequencies
centred at 8.2 cyc deg1 for long lines, and at 10.4 cyc
deg1 for short lines. For both short and long lines, the
masks that cause most threshold elevation at 100 ms,
also cause most threshold elevation at 1000 ms. The
threshold elevation created by the masks is less for the
100 ms duration, as a result of the lower effective
visibility of the 30% contrast masks for the shorter
duration. The continuous and dotted curves in Fig. 2
represent two Gaussian functions fit to the data as
described by the following:
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where amp is the elevation from the baseline to reach
the peak threshold value, sfp is the spatial frequency at
which the peak occurs, and b1, b2 and s1, s2 are the
baseline threshold values and standard deviations of the
Gaussians below and above the peak, respectively.
From this combined function we objectively determined
the parameters associated with the peaks and the band-
widths of the spatial tuning data, the robustness of the
parameter estimates indicated by the standard errors
associated with them. It is important to note that the
exact nature of the equation used to fit these data is of
little consequence to the results. Indeed a three-parame-
Fig. 1. Vernier thresholds (91 S.E.) measured for lines at a constant multiple above their contrast detection threshold (see legend) for a range
of different exposure durations. The left panel and open symbols represent data for long line stimuli (each line 40 arcmins) and the right panel
and filled symbols show data for short line stimuli (each line 4 arcmins) for three observers: A (AT), B (TN) and C (SJW). The values placed to
the right of each data set represent estimates of exponents to power functions fit to the data (see Section 3). For observer AT, data were measured
for both long and short lines in this study. For observers SJW and TN, the long line data shown were obtained from an earlier study (Waugh
& Levi, 1993a).
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Fig. 2. Vernier threshold elevation, i.e. masked vernier threshold:unmasked vernier threshold, for two different exposure durations (small symbols,
100 ms; large symbols 1000 ms) plotted against the mid-point of a suprathreshold spatial frequency noise mask, each containing a one octave band
of spatial frequencies. The left panel and open symbols represent data for long line stimuli and three different observers: A (AT), B (SJW) and
C (TN). The right panel and filled symbols represent data for short line stimuli and the same three observers. The vernier lines were at a constant
multiple above their detection threshold under unmasked conditions for both exposure durations as indicated on the graph (in contrast threshold
units or ctu). The smooth lines fit to the data are two Gaussians as described in Section 3. The peaks and bandwidths of these tuning functions
are displayed in Fig. 3.
ter log–Gaussian fit to the data results in the same
conclusions. The results in Figs. 2 and 4 were fit using
the equation above, to allow for more direct compari-
son with data from our previous studies (Levi et al.,
1994; Levi & Waugh, 1994, 1995).
The spatial frequencies at which peak masking oc-
curred for all observers and both line lengths, as deter-
mined from this procedure are plotted in the left panel
of Fig. 3. If there were no spatial scale shifts occurring
for vernier acuity across exposure duration, the data for
each line length would be fit by a perfectly horizontal
line. In fact, power functions fit to the data for all three
observers reveal slopes very close to, and not signifi-
cantly different from, zero (slopes of 0.0190.04 and
0.0590.04 for long lines and short lines, respectively).
The bandwidths (full bandwidth at half-height) of the
spatial masking functions, also determined from the
curve fitting procedure, are plotted in the right panel of
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Fig. 3. Peak spatial frequency estimates (left panel) and full bandwidth at half-height estimates (right panel) obtained from the spatial tuning
curves of Fig. 2 are plotted. Results obtained for each of two exposure durations (100 and 1000 ms), three observers (squares, AT; triangles SJW;
circles, TN) and two line-length conditions (short lines -filled symbols; long lines-open symbols), are shown. Power functions fit across mean data
for the two exposure durations appear as complete (long-line vernier results) and incomplete (short-line vernier results) lines. Slope estimates to
these power functions are placed to the right of each data set.
Fig. 3. Again, although there is more variance in band-
width estimates as demonstrated by the larger error
bars, best-fitting power functions for long lines and
short lines produce slopes very close to, and not signifi-
cantly different from, zero.
A repeated measures analysis of variance was carried
out on the derived peak spatial frequency and band-
width data for the three observers, both exposure dura-
tions and both line lengths. There were no significant
differences in the measured peak spatial frequency
across exposure duration [F(1, 2)6.74; PB0.12] or
line length [F(1, 2)2.23; PB0.27], nor was there a
significant interaction between exposure duration and
line length for peak spatial frequency [F(1, 2)0.29;
PB0.64]. Likewise, there were no significant differ-
ences in the measured bandwidth across exposure dura-
tion [F(1, 2)0.17; PB0.72] or line length
[F(1, 2)2.26; PB0.27], nor was there a significant
interaction between exposure duration and line length
for bandwidth [F(1, 2)0.61; PB0.52].
4. Discussion
The zooming model of spatial analysis, predicts that
vernier thresholds, particularly for short line stimuli,
should improve with increasing exposure duration. This
coarse-to-fine model predicts that with increasing expo-
sure duration, the active spatial scale would be finer or
tuned to higher spatial frequencies, and that the width
of the active spatial-scale band would decrease. The
results of our study are conclusively at odds with such
a model. First, vernier thresholds for equally visible
vernier lines, both short and long, do not improve
significantly with increasing exposure duration. Second,
estimates of the most active spatial scale, as estimated
using a simultaneous masking paradigm, do not show a
significant shift towards higher spatial frequencies with
increasing exposure duration. Finally, estimates of the
range or bandwidth of contributing spatial frequencies,
do not change significantly with increasing exposure
duration. Our results are at odds with a previous study
that found an improvement in curvature discrimination
thresholds with increasing exposure duration (Watt,
1987). We argue (Waugh & Levi, 1993c) that in Watt’s
study, thresholds were limited by changes in the visibil-
ity of the stimulus cue, caused in part by the applica-
tion of the post-mask. An alternative possibility is that
Watt’s experiments tapped into different temporal char-
acteristics of a single spatial scale band, i.e. the low
spatial frequency scale, without requiring sequential
analysis across scales.
Our findings provide strong support for the signal-to-
noise model of spatial analysis. That is, the most effi-
cient spatial scale for the particular task is selected
almost immediately, and the signal strength within that
scale limits the vernier threshold. A spatial scale of
about 8–10 cyc deg1 for foveal vision, such as found
in the current study, may be ideal in that it optimises
receptor size and contrast sensitivity, two factors im-
portant for extracting precise vernier information
(Waugh et al., 1993). This same scale is selected to
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Fig. 4. The symbols represent vernier thresholds, for a single observer
(SJW), measured for long lines of four different contrasts, in the
presence of band-limited spatial noise as described in the text. The
lines’ contrasts varied from two to eight times their detection
thresholds, i.e. contrast threshold units or ctu, (see graph) and the
exposure duration was 100 ms. The unmasked thresholds for each
line contrast are shown connected by lines directly below each tuning
curve.
In a previous study we have shown that for long line
stimuli kept a constant multiple above their detection
threshold, vernier thresholds are constant across expo-
sure duration (Waugh & Levi, 1993c) and in this study
we have confirmed this result for an additional observer
(AT). We have also shown that the spatial scale of
analysis for detecting long lines and extracting vernier
thresholds from them for a single long duration of 1000
ms, is very similar (Waugh et al., 1993). However, it is
possible that the spatial scale selection for detection and
vernier acuity does not match so closely for all stimuli
or for all exposure durations. This interesting possibil-
ity may explain the apparent increase in vernier
thresholds with increasing exposure duration for short
line stimuli (see Fig. 1, right panel). This increase
suggests that visibility information is integrated over a
longer time than geometrical information, or that there
is a mismatch in the selected spatial scale for the two
tasks. This latter suggestion, i.e. that more substantial
spatial scale shifts occur for detection than for vernier
acuity, is supported by the results of this paper showing
that spatial scale selection for vernier acuity occurs
early and appears fairly robust to exposure duration.
Contrast detection thresholds for low and high spatial
frequency stimuli however, do follow separate time
dependencies (Tolhurst, 1975; Legge, 1978). The ques-
tion of how much of this change is due to signal-to-
noise changes and how much is due to a change in
active spatial scale, is as yet unknown. However, the
close relationship found between contrast threshold and
underlying mechanism size in normal peripheral and
amblyopic central vision (Levi et al., 1994; Levi &
Waugh, 1994) suggests that unlike vernier acuity, more
substantial spatial scale shifts may underlie the im-
provement in contrast detectability of line targets over
time.
One further possibility, which we should consider, is
that orientation scale could independently change over
time for a given spatial scale. Foster and Westland
(1998) suggested the existence of several groups of
orientation-selective mechanisms. Thus in principle,
scanning through mechanisms with coarse-to-fine orien-
tation bandwidths could contribute to the improvement
of orientation discrimination with time. Our experi-
ments did not assess orientation scale changes across
time. However, if orientation scale changes occur they
did not limit the precision of vernier judgements, since
our vernier thresholds (for equally visible lines) did not
improve significantly from 100 to 1000 ms. Our previ-
ous findings suggest that spatial scale, rather than
orientation tuning, is more significant in limiting
vernier thresholds. For example, under conditions
where vernier thresholds for equally visible lines, are
severely degraded, such as in anisometropic amblyopia
(Levi et al., 1994) and in peripheral vision (Levi &
Waugh, 1994), large spatial scale shifts occur in con-
mediate alignment thresholds when the lines are sepa-
rated by up to 30 arcmin. A previous study has shown
the similarity of performance change in vernier acuity
over time for constant visibility, abutting 8 cyc deg1
sinusoidal gratings and abutting long lines (Waugh &
Levi, 1993c). However the current study is the first to
characterise the effect of exposure duration on spatial
scale selection per se within the broad-band line stimu-
lus. Indeed one may ask the question: does signal
strength select spatial scale? That is, is the dependence
of vernier threshold on target contrast a result of
contrast responses within a spatial scale, as in the
signal-to-noise hypothesis, or is it that the increased
contrast signal leads to recruitment of, or a shift to-
wards, finer spatial scales? For very thin lines, vernier
thresholds improve almost proportionally with increas-
ing target contrast (Waugh & Levi, 1993c) suggesting
that a criterion change in contrast, i.e. contrast signal
multiplied by phase shift within a single spatial scale,
signals misalignment. Nonetheless the results of Fig. 4
show that there is a small effect of target contrast on
spatial scale selection for processing vernier informa-
tion. The 400% increase in contrast (from two to eight
times threshold) results in 333% improvement in
threshold, but only a 40% decrease in scale size. Thus
we conclude that the improvement is mainly a result of
increased signal-to-noise ratio within a spatial scale.
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junction with minimal or absent orientation scale
changes.
In the present experiments, stimulus presentations
were not followed directly by the presence of a post-
mask. Could our results reflect geometrical processing
of information in the neural pathway after the stimulus
was turned off? If this were to occur, vernier acuity
measured with a post-mask should improve with in-
creasing exposure duration. In a previous study, we
have found that for abutting vernier acuity using long
lines, the effects of an immediate post-mask are to
decrease the visibility of the stimulus (Waugh & Levi,
1993c). Once these effects are taken into account, there
are no additional effects of exposure duration on
vernier thresholds. This finding is supported by further
control experiments for both long and short line stimuli
carried out on a fourth naı¨ve observer (see Fig. 5). In
these experiments, the vernier stimulus was followed
(after 7 ms) by one of two different high-energy masks
(contrast of 100%) which remained on for 500 ms. One
mask was chosen to be optimal for masking the vernier
judgement when presented simultaneously, i.e. it con-
tained spatial frequencies of 7.4–14.8 cyc deg1 and
was oriented at 20° (Waugh et al., 1993). The other
mask has been shown to have minimal effect on the
vernier judgement, i.e. it contained the same range of
spatial frequencies but was oriented at 90°. The vernier
stimuli were maintained a constant level of visibility for
all exposure durations and mask conditions, and
vernier thresholds measured. The results, in agreement
with our previous study (Waugh & Levi, 1993c) show
that there are no additional effects of exposure duration
on vernier thresholds for either long or short line
stimuli even in the presence of a post-mask. This result
makes sense if one supports the notion that the proper-
ties of contrast-sensitive filters limit geometrical pro-
cessing for abutting, or very closely separated, spatial
features (Klein & Levi, 1985; Waugh & Levi, 1993a).
For widely-separated spatial features however, where
geometrical processing is not influenced by target con-
trast, exposure duration does have a specific effect on
spatial thresholds, although this effect is only fully
revealed under conditions where a high-energy post-
mask closely follows offset of the stimulus (Waugh,
1998).
The version of the zooming hypothesis that we have
focussed on assumes that zooming commences with
stimulus onset. Is it possible that with knowledge of the
stimulus, pre-selection of spatial scale could occur be-
fore the stimulus appears, thus rendering zooming un-
necessary? Our observers were aware of which line
stimuli they would be viewing (i.e. long or short),
however our results show that in fact this knowledge
did not significantly alter the spatial scale selected.
Further evidence from letter identification and masking
experiments suggests that spatial scale selection is deter-
mined by the properties of the visual stimulus, rather
than the observer’s knowledge of the stimulus set
(Majaj, Palomares, Moucheraud & Pelli, 1998). That is,
the choice of channel or scale is determined bottom-up
by the stimulus, rather than top-down by the observer.
One could also propose that the use of high contrast
localised lines might not require contributions from
coarse channels at any stage. However, the Watt (1987)
zooming model assumes that for geometrical processing
of stimuli comprised of high contrast localized lines, a
range of different sized spatial filters is immediately
available with the onset of the stimulus and that this
range shrinks as exposure duration is increased. Thin
line stimuli such as those we used, contain energy at a
multitude of spatial frequencies including coarse fre-
quencies. Also, our stimuli varied in physical contrast
but were equally above detection threshold for each
exposure duration. The results of Fig. 4 show that
rather than the level of stimulus visibility determining
the spatial scale for geometrical analysis, the scale
Fig. 5. Results of control experiment using post-masks, where vernier
thresholds are measured for long and short lines at a constant
multiple above their contrast detection threshold (taking into account
the effects of the masks on these thresholds) for a range of different
exposure durations. Data are shown for a fourth naı¨ve observer D
(LM). These data were obtained using similar methodology to that
explained in the text, but using a VSG2:3 stimulus generator and
Hitachi monitor running at 150 Hz.
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appears to be chosen for extracting the lowest geometri-
cal thresholds, and the thresholds themselves are pri-
marily limited by the signal-to-noise ratio within that
spatial scale. We have previously suggested that the
curvature discrimination data of Watt (1987), who also
used high contrast lines, show an improvement over
time as a result of the effects of increased target visibil-
ity over time, rather than a zooming process (Waugh &
Levi, 1993c). The results of the current study would
suggest that spatial scale is selected very early on, and
that improvements in threshold with increasing visibil-
ity are primarily due to an increase in the signal-to-
noise ratio within a spatial scale over time, rather than
to an associated shift across spatial scale.
To summarise, the results of this work suggest that
improvement in local geometrical processing over time,
as assessed using the vernier acuity task, is likely limited
by the signal-to-noise strength within a narrow band of
spatial scales, rather than by a zooming process across
spatial scale, i.e. engaging a coarse-to-fine strategy
(Watt, 1987). Simultaneous masking experiments reveal
that neither the size of the active spatial filter, nor the
range of spatial filters, changes from exposure dura-
tions of 100–1000 ms. Instead, it appears that a compu-
tationally efficient spatial scale is selected very early,
and that geometrical processing improves predomi-
nantly with the strength of the signal within that scale.
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